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WIFI NIGHT VISION ULTRA LONG STANDBY BLACK BOX CAMERA 
 

Model Number – WF-BOX-ULTRA 
 
Short Description 
Introducing our brand-new WiFi Night Vision Black Box Hidden Camera with Ultra Long 1-year standby battery. This 
covert pinhole spy camera includes a motion activated 1080P HD Video & Audio recording, No Glow IR night vision, smart 
phone full live remote access and massive standby rechargeable battery capacity.  
 
What looks like a home charger (nothing more than a black cased box) is really a rather amazing hidden spy camera which 
can see and record even in total darkness. It uses motion detection and no Glow IR Night vision technology, to record HD 
audio and video whenever motion is detected, to a concealed micro memory card.  The spy pinhole camera and concealed 
micro SD card recordings can be remotely accessed from your mobile phone or PC.  Best of all, the all new rechargeable 
lithium battery can power this WiFi hidden camera for up to 12 months standby on one charge. No need for power and no 
need to frequently recharge. Not bad at all!      
 
Description 
This amazing WiFi Hidden Camera is easy to use and absolutely packed full of features and functions. The all in one HD 
pinole security camera & microphone is fantastic.   
 
Functions include motion detection recording, HD Video, and audio not to mention invisible IR night vision including full 
remote camera access with audio.  View a single or multi cameras live on your free mobile phone App. Change camera 
settings, remotely playback video and audio recordings, save any desired recordings direct to your smart phone, live view, 
listen and record even in total darkness. Listen to audio live or in video playback mode, even receive mobile phone App 
motion push alerts so you know exactly when this WiFi Night Vision Black Box Camera Hidden Camera has detected 
movement.  Alerts are simply switched on/off from your phone App.    
 
Please note Hidden Camera Surveillance does off other battery powered DVR Black Box Cameras although DVR (Digital 
Video Recorder) spy cameras can’t be remotely accessed unlike WiFi Spy Cameras. DVR hidden cameras do have motion 
detection and audio etc but record to the internal SD card only.  Whilst cheaper, DVR Spy cameras may suit those who 
don’t have WiFi, perhaps don’t know the WiFi password, or simply don’t require remote access. To view recordings, remove 
the camera SD card and slot it into your computer USB. We provide a USB SD card reader with our cameras from the 
purpose.  DVR Hidden Cameras generally have less features and functions compared to their WiFi equivalents.  Are we 
ticking all the boxes so far?   
 
If power happens to be available and you prefer to use it, no problem our WiFi Black Box Night Vision Spy Camera can do 
that too. However, with an amazing new internal rechargeable Ultra long term lithium battery, users simply have the choice, 
battery, or power, but it can do both. As this spy camera has a very powerful built in rechargeable lithium battery, it will still 
be armed after 12 months in standby mode. The more often the camera records day or night, and the more often one 
remotely accesses the camera, the faster it will consume battery power, but it will still last for months on just one charge 
and that’s the beauty of it.  Not sure about leaving the black box exposed, then hide it somewhere.   

https://hiddencamera.com.au/hd-1080p-black-box-camera-bundle
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Hidden Camera Surveillance customers will receive a 5V Australian power supply at no extra cost. The power supply can 
both power the camera and/or charge the battery. We also provide our customers with an easy to understand user manual 
including setup screenshots.  Still not sure? Call our office if you need help and we do offer 12 months product warranty 
(not including postage)  

 

Our HD WiFi Black Box Hidden Camera with No Glow IR Night Vision and ultra-long standby battery is a high resolution 
colour pinhole camera with audio allowing for live HD video streaming directly to your iPhone, Android phone or PC. Setting 
up live streaming is easy and takes just a few minutes. Download our free App and follow the instructions. Simply wait a 
few minutes for your phone to locate the device UID, select the UID number in WiFi phone settings, select your WiFi network 
router and WiFi password to be live viewing the camera. Once you see this spy camera live and online, all other camera 
settings can be set without the need to touch the camera.  

Select your preferred recording quality, recording duration and motion sensitivity. Recordings can be downloaded and saved 
to your phone or stored to our optional and concealed internal micro memory card up to 128GB.  In other words, the features 
and functions of this hidden camera are tantamount to having a security Network Video Recorder without the external 
recorder as the WIFI spy camera IS the recorder.   

This HD spy camera is live and online when remotely accessing or recording but at all other times will be in “sleep mode” 
thus conserving battery power. Whenever motion is detected, within a few seconds the camera will silently and discreetly 
awaken and commence recording audio and video. At the same time, authorised users may elect to receive motion push 
alerts.  In other words, a cell phone App push alert or heads up, someone is moving about in the room. It’s all part of the 
package. Each time motion is detected, the black box cam will record for 1 minute. However, if motion is of longer duration, 
it will keep recording anyway.     

Check on your babysitter, children, pets, or keep an eye on your office from anywhere in the world. View and listen into our 
WiFi Night Vision Black Box Camera from just down the street or the other side of the world.  It's fundamentally important 
to understand, whilst the camera is located within your home or office WiFi zone, the authorised user doesn't need to be in 
a WiFi zone.  If you have 3/4G mobile phone reception, that's all you require. Sure, if you have access to another WiFi hot 
spot, use it if you like but it can do both 4G and WiFi Internet.  

Can I use this camera in a non WiFi zone? Yes of course. The idea is to set the camera up initially in a WiFi zone then, 
without switching the camera off, relocate the camera to a non WiFi zone which could be anywhere.  You won’t have remote 
access to the camera any longer in a non WiFi zone as to me expected but when motion is detected, the spy camera will 
record anyway to the memory card. 

To review recordings, either remove the camera SD card (switch the camera off first) and playback the memory card 
recording on PC or MAC or, leave the camera on and take it back to the initial WiFi setup point to resume remote access. 
The authorised user (you) may remotely playback those recordings without the need to touch the camera. When the SD 
card is full it will auto overwrite (loop recording) from the earliest recording date unless the authorised user selects “stop” 
recording when full. Save any important recording to PC or download and save any desired recording to your phone memory.  
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Can others also see my online spy camera? It's a question often asked and rightly so. With the nanny spy cam powered 
on, wait a minute and your phone WiFi settings will depict a camera UID. The UID doesn't mention anything about a hidden 
camera.  It will simply be a series of letters and numbers such as TYCD-6573078 which to anyone other than you, means 
nothing. To others sharing the same WiFi, the UID could be a neighbours WiFi. In any event, should another person see 
the UID and wonder what it is, clicking on the UID won't do anything. To access the camera, that person must have the 
same camera App including your WiFi password and the camera password.  Without all 3 it's not possible to access the 
camera or even suspect it’s anything to do with a camera.  

Features and Benefits 
No Monthly Fees - Never any monthly fees to view or record your live video stream  
Expandable to multi cameras 
Easy Installation - No complicated setup or network configuration needed  
Smartphone Viewing - Free iPhone/Android App for live access anywhere 
Password Protected - Your video is encrypted 
 
How does the camera work?  
Download our free mobile phone App, switch camera power on somewhere within wireless range of your WiFi 
router.  When you see a series of numbers and letters appear on your phone WiFi settings, the new WiFi device has been 
found. 
 
Once you see the camera UID, follow the prompts to live connect. As mentioned, Hidden Camera Surveillance customers 
will receive a detailed easy to understand user manual including step by step screenshots. When you see the camera live, 
this is where it gets interesting. Users will see options to change the camera admin password but also change camera 
settings as well.  The authorised user (camera access can be shared) may also listen in and record audio surrounding the 
camera, receive motion alerts, locally or remotely playback recordings and so much more. Memory cards are optional and 
only needed for recording however, if you prefer to live view only via WiFi or Internet, a memory card isn't necessarily 
required.   

When ordering online, there is an option to our Class 10 micro memory cards although customers are welcome can provide 
their own. The SD card must be class 10 or better. We take no responsibility for non-compliant memory cards. This WiFi 
Mini Black Box Spy Camera will record to internal memory when it detects motion and if that motion continues, so it will 
keep recording. Motion detection is the preferred recording method as its not wasting memory and conserves battery power 
because the camera auto enters sleep mode when there is no activity. 
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Specifications 
Video Resolution: 2 Megapixel CMOS  
WiFi Worldwide Live Streaming video  
Motion detection & Push alarm alerts 
Video size  1920 x 1080P 
Photo Resolution 4032 x 3024  
Loop or recycle recording when the SD card is full 
Record Speed selectable including real time 
Wide Dynamic mode  Yes 
Viewing angle 145 degrees  
Motion detection distance approx. 6m line of sight 
Night Vision approx. 6m 
Compression H.264  
Support Class 10 or better Micro SD card up to 64GB  
Frame: 15FPS 
Video Format MOV 
Dummy PIR Alarm Sensor 
Ultra long standby time around 1 year from one charge 
2.0 Mega HD 1080P high definition 
Approximately 5 meter no glow IR night vision 
Wi-Fi worldwide live streaming video 
Motion detection video recording and alarm 
Audio supported 
WiFi Remote Control and live viewing 
Memory Card supported up to 128GB Class 10 or better 
USB Interface USB1/2.0 functional even whilst recording >500mA 
O/S Windows 2000/Vista/XP/Mac 
Media Player WMP or VLC etc 
Selectable quality and speed.  
1080P approx. 6GB per hour of recording or 720P about 1.2GB per hour 
Web browser IE7 and above, Chrome, Firefox & Safari 
Mobile Phone supports Iphone and Android 
Microphone: Yes 
Built in Speaker: Two way audio  
Standby power consumption: 500μA 
Power consumption: 350mAh 
Power consumption with night vision: 610mAh 
Battery capacity: 4500mAh 
 
Normal working time: 
Standby time around one year 
Charging time around 10 hours with the battery depleted 
Mobile phone operation system: Android/iOS 
Camera Dimensions 7.5 x 11.9 x 3cm 
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Packing list: 
1 x WiFi Black Box Ultra long standby hidden camera 
1 x USB cable 
1 x User manual 
1 x Micro SD card reader 
1x 5V Australian USB power supply/charger 
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